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The transference of contractual management right of rural land relates to the 
survival of farmers and rural social stability. The emerging and spreading of trust of 
contractual management right of rural land on the one hand bring an opportunity for 
rural land reform, activating the investment function and economic value of rural land, 
and also opening up a new way for farmers to increase income of agricultural land, 
but on the other hand face the problem of convergence of contractual management 
right of land theory and the trust theory, and also bringing new challenges to the rural 
social security. In practice the trust of contractual management right of rural land gets 
rapidly development, but the way is different and harmful to trust stability and the 
protection of the rights of parties. Therefore it needs more perfect legal system supply 
and more sound social security mechanism support, which can ensure the trust of 
contractual management right of rural land develop orderly on the basis of protecting 
the interests of farmers.  
The first chapter focuses on the relationship between the trust and the transference 
of contractual management right of rural land. The view is that trust is considered one 
kind of the transference of contractual management right of rural land. Also this part 
introduces the reasons for the emerging of contractual management right of rural land 
and the function of it. 
The second chapter describes the development process about contractual 
management right of rural land in China, taking Shaoxing mode, Yiyang mode and 
Suzhu mode for examples , analyzing their practical experience and making a 
comparison in order to sum up the practical problems of contractual management 
right of rural land. 
The third chapter analyzes the parties’ rights and obligations in contractual 
management right of rural land and discusses the problems that are mentioned in 
above chapter on the basis of the conclusion of this part.  
The fourth chapter describes the types of extraterritorial land trust and their 
experience, and summarizes the reference value for our own trust of contractual 
management right of rural land. 
The fifth chapter mainly discusses the individual solutions and improvement 
suggestions to the problems that our trust of contractual management right of rural 
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